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Don't miss all
the news 2022 

At Gran Meliá Palacio de Isora we are always looking to continuously adapt and 
redesign our spaces according to the new trends and demands of our guests.

We have created new gastronomic concepts to further enhance our extensive and 
renowned culinary experience, as well as updating the resort's furniture with the aim of 
giving it a timeless and fresh style. Our new designer furniture, under the leading brand
Kettal, brings elegance and comfort to every corner of the resort.

In keeping with our characteristic flexibility to meet the needs of our guests, another
novelty is the Flexible Half Board. Our guests will be able to choose during their stay
and according to their preferences, if they wish to include lunch or dinner in their half
board package on request. In addition, they will have a different experience with each
service as they can book in all the open restaurants at the resort.

GASTRONOMY

We offer you unique culinary experiences, with menus designed under the seal of award-winning chefs. 

We present Atlantic, a menu designed and directed by a renowned Michelin-starred chef where you will enjoy a gastronomic
proposal based on zero-kilometre products, fresh products of the day and specialities from the sea. Included in the Half Board.

Food Market Pangea, an exquisite variety of international dishes, which vary every day, will make you travel through all the
continents. The area has been enlarged to provide more outdoor spaces with privileged direct views of our Night Show. 
Included in the Half Board.

L'Olio, a traditional Italian cuisine with contemporary techniques with a pleasant showcooking of pizzas prepared on the
spot in our special oven. Included in Half Board.

Agave, Pool Mexican Grill, a restaurant with a Mexican touch at the foot of our Infinity Pool, where our authentic tacos, 
hamburgers, Josper grilled or baked meats and fresh salads stand out. Included in Half Board.

Nami, restaurant with different Asian influences: Japanese, Chinese, Thai and Indian, where you will find fine dishes with
the maximum freshness of all its ingredients. Not included. 30% discount.

Dúo Steakhouse, a sophisticated offer where the extensive and traditional range of excellent Basque and American cuts of 
meat is fused. Not included. 30% discount.

La Terrasse, an adults-only restaurant under the direction of award-winning chef Jorge Peñate, specialising in seafood. An 
exclusive and exceptional sensory journey in the Red Level area, with privileged views of The Cliffs of los Gigantes, the
characteristic Canarian banana groves and the Atlantic Ocean. Not included. 30% discount.

Le Bistrot Provençal where you can taste the famous and internationally renowned French cuisine in a magical natural 
setting. Adults only restaurant, located in the Red Level area. Not included. 30% discount.



NEW SERVICES AND EXPERIENCES

We have installed a new heating system in all our freshwater pools: Family Pool, Pirate Pool, and our two
adults-only pools.

We have more spacious and refurbished sun lounge areas for the comfort of our guests.

Our most complete Mini Bar service. We will provide you with a daily refill of beer, mineral water and soft drinks
on request.

We want all our guests to live the relaxing experience offered by our exclusive Spa by Clarins, so we invite our
customers in All Inclusive, a water circuit per person per stay, which includes sauna, steam bath with herbs, 
chromotherapy, thermal contrast showers, shower essences, whirlpool and hydrotherapy pools.

We improve our offer and Propose you the best entertainment on the island, with nightly shows in our Atlantic
Plaza, live music, musical groups and unforgettable panoramic shows.

Sports facilities with modern and new equipment, a wide and varied programme of wellness and children's
activities. Tennis school, private or group lessons, and specific training by our qualified professionals.

The experiences dedicated to children have been redesigned, creating an outdoor space for children's activities
and a MiniClub and BabyClub area for the enjoyment of all ages.
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